
My daughter, Ondine, and I were doodling together one day, 
and she did some squiggles on a piece of paper and said “ 
Dad this would make a cool shuffleboard table.” Shortly 
thereafter we began working on the Squiggles Shuffleboard 
Table with Ondines’ creative direction.

The Squiggles Shuffleboard Table has apt storage in the 2 
legs to house all your salt, pucks, and even your favorite 
alcohol that you don’t want to share. The legs were designed 
to ship separately, and mount quickly via provided bolts, that 
way you can navigate into any tight turns, stairways, etc. The 
bottom of the legs have levelers to perfectly level the table 
before play begins. Install is a breeze and done shortly with 
everything coming with your order. Like all our shuffle-
boards, this is entirely made in California. The plank is a rock 
maple top, with a UV resistant epoxy resin topcoat to last 
for years. Black walnut is meticulously inlayed as the lines 
and the numbers in the plank.

The gutters are lined with any of our gutter lining options. 
Climatic adjusters level out the plank should you need to. 
The base is solid steel, available in a multitude of powder 
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coat colors A spit top walnut conversion table is also 
available as an add on. Shown in Patina Textre + Ivory 
Checker with White Oak. 

The Bastion Shuffleboard features a solid rock maple top, 
with a UV resistant epoxy resin topcoat that is ready for 
years of puck sliding gameplay. Black walnut is meticulously 
inlayed as the lines and the numbers on the plank

Comes with a set of Woolsey professional black and white 
pucks, a wall rack (to hold the pucks), and plenty of salt. 

9’-20’ Sizes available. 
Overall size is 31” wide x 31” tall.

Add ons available:
+Wood split top conversion table
+Scoreboard 
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